


Iron by 
BIRN

At BIRN we care deeply about iron castings it is 
something we have been doing for more than  
a century: developing, casting, machining and  
finishing top-quality cast iron components for  
our customers. We understand the value of strong 
collaboration in the production of cast goods 
and components. We understand how important 
it is for you to find a financially strong and reliable 
partner with supreme technical knowhow.  
We understand casting – it’s a part of our history, 
and we take pride in being among the most  
modern and flexible foundries in Europe. 

A group of casting and 
machining specialists
We are part of Vald. Birn, a Danish group of com-
panies all specialized in casting and machining. 
The Birn Group dates back to 1896 and today we 
employ some 450 experienced employees and 
experts at our foundry in Holstebro, Denmark.
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Development 
and partnership 
– the core of mutual success

From pumps  
to trucks 

– we cast the components

Investing in our future 
– and in yours
At BIRN you will meet a company that is much more 
than just a casting supplier. Our aim is to be your  
preferred partner - one who understands every 
aspect of your production from development to deliv-
ery. At BIRN we offer a total service all the way through 
your value chain from the first idea to the final prod-
uct. We act as your partner in the design phase and 
produce pattern equipment, cast, machine, surface 
treat and assemble your products. 

All this requires a constant focus on investment in 
production equipment and knowhow. We have one 
of the most modern and up-to-date foundries and 
machine shops in the business and are always ready 
to upgrade and invest in production equipment and 
expertise to meet the needs of your project.

Quality in every grain
BIRN provides cast iron components to a wide 
variety of business sectors. Over the decades 
we have developed a strong expertise in the 
automotive industry, producing components 
for trucks and other heavy-duty vehicles where 
quality and durability are of vital concern. 

We also produce components such as pump 
housings, gearbox and hydraulic parts along 
with many other products. In fact in any given 
year we produce 1,000 different components 
ranging in size from 200 grams to 75 kilograms, 
in grey iron and nodular iron including grades 
SiMo and ADI.

With extensive quality control and a thorough 
test programme of X-ray, ultrasound, 3D coor-
dinate measuring and destructive testing we 
guarantee quality to the last detail.
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The 
foundry:

Modern production lines
Essentially iron casting has changed little since the 
invention of iron melting thousands of years ago, but 
the possibilities today are truly amazing, both in terms 
of precision and in terms of sheer tonnage and that is 
especially true at BIRN. 

Our foundry consists of five fully automated vertical 
DISAMATIC lines and a range of medium and net fre-
quency induction furnaces with a total capacity of up 
to 800 tonnes per day, all using mainly recycled first-
grade steel scrap. All our equipment is fully compliant 
to every conceivable industry standard.

An iron will  
to succeed

Tooling and cores
At BIRN we produce our own tooling equipment and 
cores using both cronite and cold box processes,  
all produced in-house on our extensive range of 
DISAMATIC core shooters. MAGMASOFT simulation 
software helps us maximize the production flow and 
eliminate the risk of porosities in the components. 
Deburring and grinding is performed both manually 
and on automated lines making visual inspection  
by experienced professionals an integral part of  
our quality assurance. 
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The machine shop: 
Everything  

under one roof

In-house fixture construction 
One of the greatest advantages of having all 
machining in-house is that we can offer fast and 
competent fixture construction as an integral part  
of our own production process. You get precise 
fixtures made at the very same facility as where the 
actual casting takes place. In fact we offer you a 
total production line all under the same roof – or put 
another way: we add value to your production by 
offering speed, skill and flexibility in the critical, early 
phases of the components’ manufacture.

Our in-house machining facilities are equipped 
with robust, hi-tech machinery with both flexi-
ble and high-volume production cells. We offer 
you a wide range of machine tools including 
CNC lathes and machining centres, automatic 
deburring and palletising equipment. 

Surface treatment and high-tech machining
BIRN operates a multifunction coating  
system (MFCS) with several surface treatment 
processes that will meet all your demands  
for quality, environment and appearance,  
including pre-treatment (washing and rinsing), 
ZnMn phosphating, ED/CED/KTL, electrostatic 
high-speed rotation spray painting and  
powder coating.
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Storage 
and 
logistics

A foundation 
for the future

Consignment stock 
at your disposal
As part of our extensive quality assurance pro-
gramme we naturally offer complete access to all 
relevant production and shipping documents via 
EDI, making your own logistics and ERP safer and 
much more flexible. 

We package and ship according to your require-
ments and specifications – this is part of our effort 
to be the supplier of your preference at every step 
of the process. If the scale of the production and 
the flow of logistics warrant it we can offer you a 
full consignment stock package with the products 
in storage right where you need them.

The strength to invest
We believe in growth as a way to create even  
more growth. We believe in investing in the future 
in order to secure it. BIRN stands on a solid finan-
cial basis that allows us to constantly upgrade our 
production and logistics setup. When we identify  
a sound long-term relationship with a customer we 
are always willing to discuss an investment in our 
production to make your production run smoothly 
and with greater flexibility. That’s our commitment 
to our mutual partnership.
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Disamatic lines
Disamatic version Moulding Size Mouldings/hour

230 A
230 A

480 x 600 mm
480 x 600 mm

Up to 500 mouldings/hour
Up to 500 mouldings/hour

240 B 600 x 775 mm Up to 360 mouldings/hour

2070 A
270 A

700 x 950 mm
700 x 950 mm

Up to 270 mouldings/hour
Up to 300 mouldings/hour

Iron types
Grey iron  

according to EN 1561
Nodular iron  

according to EN 1563
Silicon and molybdenum 

nodular iron (EN 16214)

Material designation Material designation Material designation

EN-GJL-150
EN-GJL-200
EN-GJL-250
EN-GJL-300

EN-GJS-400-18-LT
EN-GJS-400-15
EN-GJS-450-10 (High silicon)
EN-GJS-600-10 (High silicon)
EN-GJS-500-14 (High silicon)
EN-GJS-500-7
EN-GJS-600-3
EN-GJS-700-2
EN-GJS-800-8 (ADI, EN 1564)
ADI 900-9 (ASTM A897)
EN-GJS-1000-5 (ADI, EN 1564)

EN-GJS-XSiMo 4.05
EN-GJS-XSiMo 5.10

Dedicated to 
partnering:

We offer you flexible 
logistics, including 

consignment storage

We work with you all 
the way from idea to 

finished product

Strong R&D capabilities  
in-house

we work on  
optimizing your 

castings all the way

Quality every step of the way:
Flexible and modern production lines

In-house machining and grinding

In-house surface treatment plant

High degree of production flexibility

Strong 
financial base:

Large and constant 
production investment 

programme

In-house tools, moulds 
and machining keep 

production flowing 
smoothly

We have been around for 
120 years – we’ll be here 

tomorrow, too

Largest castings:

kilogrammes.
Smallest castings:
250 grammes

We use 11,000 tons
of sand per year

225
In Holstebro we support more than 225 families
- some have been working with us for 5 generations

million DKK invested
in production equipment
during 2010 to 2014

Certificates: 
– TS 16949
– ISO 14001
– ISO 50001
– OHSAS 18001
– DNV

Annual production

 tonnes

BIRN
AND YOU

We ship to  

DISAMATIC lines

11,000

Export share

different countries
worldwide

FACTS & FIGURES 

45,000
153
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The Birn Group
BIRN A/S, Holstebro, Denmark
Tasso A/S, Odense, Denmark
Uldalls Jernstøberi A/S, Vejen, Denmark
Kockums Maskin AB, Kallinge, Sweden
Vald. Birn GmbH, Mülheim/Ruhr, Germany

Vald. Birn A/S
Frøjkvej 75
7500 Holstebro
Denmark

Tlf.  +45 99 10 20 30
Fax  +45 99 10 20 40

www.birn.com


